
Conservatives reeling at Scheer resignation 
 

The Conservative Party of Canada has suddenly found itself leaderless after the 
surprising and unexpected resignation of Andrew Scheer on Thursday, December 
12. 
 
Scheer first shared his decision with his caucus in a hushed and emotional 45 
minute meeting. He then made his resignation official with a seven minute 
statement to the House of Commons. 
 
The decision was so unexpected that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and NDP 
leader Jagmeet Singh had to rush back to the House to hear Scheer’s statement 
on what should have been a mundane Thursday in Ottawa. 
 
Scheer framed his resignation as a father who was missing too much quality time 
with his young family of five.  Singh, Trudeau and Bloc leader Blanchard praised 
Scheer for his commitment to public life and wished him well on his future 
endeavours. 
 
It didn’t take long for major news outlets, some very friendly to the Conservative 
Party, to begin questioning the veracity of Scheer’s reasons for resignation.  Both 
Macleans and Global News reported on month long investigations that both 
outlets had been pursuing regarding the issue of the Conservative Party helping 
pay for private school tuition for four of Scheer’s children. 
 
The amount, in the tens of thousands of dollars, was apparently approved by only 
one Conservative executive who had signing authority on party funds, but the 
rank and file was broadsided by the entire issue.  Conservatives were upset that 
they did not know about the tuition funding deal made with Scheer. Some party 
faithful admitted that for a party that had just finished a campaign which was 
supposed to appeal to working Canadians, Scheer sending all his children to a 
tony private academy partially paid for by party contributions just “looked bad.”  
 
Rumours persist that the Conservatives have now ordered a forensic audit of the 
so called “Conservative Fund” where the tuition money was supplied. It appears 
that the cheques may have been signed off by Conservative Party executive 



director Dustin van Vugt.  A variety of press outlets have Mr. Van Vugt no longer 
employed by the party, with his services being terminated on December  
13.  One source close to former Prime Minister Harper, who also has signing 
authority on the fund, described the former leader “as furious” that party 
contributions were allocated for private schooling.  For comparison sake, Harper’s 
school aged children quite proudly attended publically funded schools during 
their time spent in the nation’s capital, as do Prime Minister Trudeau’s children 
today.  
  
Other party insiders report that an internal investigation of why the party lost the 
October 2019 election which is being prepared by Harper and Harris-era cabinet 
minister John Baird lays almost all the blame at the feet of Scheer and his inner 
circle.  One Conservative, who spoke on the guarantee of anonymity, said “the 
report was just gutting for Scheer.  He felt he was being made a scapegoat for the 
defeat in the fall and that with the pending release of the report to a broad 
spectrum of party members, his chances of surviving the April leadership review 
were slim to none.” 
 
When you add the number of current and former Conservatives, particularly from 
vote rich Ontario and Quebec, calling for Scheer’s resignation it must have been 
very difficult for the leader of the Official Opposition to remain as party leader.  
Conservatives from Quebec have been particularly vocal in their call for Scheer’s 
resignation, accusing Scheer and his tiny clique of advisors of having no real plan 
for the campaign in Quebec, citing Scheer’s abysmal performance in both French 
language debates as proof positive that the party believed they could win power 
without a serious effort being mounted in Quebec. 
 
Scheer, at least for now, has the unanimous support of his caucus to remain at 
the helm until the new leader is chosen.  Depending upon the results of the 
forensic audit, caucus support for Scheer staying on could change almost 
overnight. In a situation as volatile as this one, there are no guarantees that 
Scheer will last as leader till Christmas, let alone sometime in 2020 when the 
party chooses its new leader. 
 
 
 
 


